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Structural Basis for the Recognition of DNA
Repair Proteins UNG2, XPA, and RAD52
by Replication Factor RPA
postreplicative base excision repair (BER) (DeMott et
al., 1998; Otterlei et al., 1999). In these pathways, RPA
is thought to mediate the coordinated assembly of the
DNA repair apparatus at sites of DNA damage through
specific interactions with key repair proteins (Wold,
Georges Mer,1 Alexey Bochkarev,4,5 Rajesh Gupta,3
Elena Bochkareva,5 Lori Frappier,4
C. James Ingles,3 Aled M. Edwards,2,3,7
and Walter J. Chazin1,6,7
1 Department of Molecular Biology
The Scripps Research Institute 1997; Iftode et al., 1999). This is concomitant to RPA
binding tightly to single-stranded (ss) DNA (Bochkarev etLa Jolla, California 92037
2 Department of Medical Biophysics al., 1997), which presumably decreases ssDNA entropy
(Wuite et al., 2000), and thereby stimulates DNA repairOntario Cancer Institute
Toronto, Ontario M5G 2M9 and replication. All of these functions are associated
with the two larger subunits of RPA (RPA32 and RPA70).Canada
3 Banting and Best Department of Medical Research The smaller subunit (RPA14) is believed to have a struc-
tural role in assembly of the RPA heterotrimer.C. H. Best Institute
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1L6 Several critical observations implicate the participa-
tion of RPA32 in the three repair pathways. First, in NER,Canada
4 Department of Medical Genetics and Microbiology RPA32 binds specifically to the xeroderma pigmento-
sum damage-recognition protein XPA, facilitating XPAUniversity of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A8 interaction with the damaged site (He et al., 1995). Dele-
tion of the C-terminal region of RPA32 results in theCanada
5 Department of Biochemistry and Molecular inhibition of NER activity in vitro (Stigger et al., 1998;
Lee et al., 1999). Second, RPA32 was shown to interactBiology
University of Oklahoma Health Science Center with the recombination protein RAD52 (Park et al., 1996;
Hays et al., 1998); with its C terminus being crucial toOklahoma City, Oklahoma 73190
6 Department of Biochemistry this interaction and to homologous recombination (Park
et al., 1996). Third, RPA32 interacts with the major hu-Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Nashville, Tennesse 37232 man uracil-DNA glycosylase (UNG2), a key enzyme in
BER (Nagelhus et al., 1997; Otterlei et al., 1999). Com-
bined with the observation that UNG2 and RPA colocal-
ize in replication foci (Otterlei et al., 1999), this suggestsSummary
a role for RPA in coupling BER to DNA replication.
To investigate the functions of RPA32 in multiple DNAReplication protein A (RPA), the nuclear ssDNA-bind-
repair pathways, we determined the three-dimensionaling protein in eukaryotes, is essential to DNA replica-
(3D) solution structure of the C-terminal region of humantion, recombination, and repair. We have shown that
RPA32, RPA32172–270, both free and in complex with aa globular domain at the C terminus of subunit RPA32
sixteen amino acid peptide fragment (UNG273–88) encom-contains a specific surface that interacts in a similar
passing the known RPA binding region of UNG2 (Otterleimanner with the DNA repair enzyme UNG2 and repair
et al., 1999). The 3D structure of the complex served asfactors XPA and RAD52, each of which functions in a
a basis to identify the RPA32 binding sequences in XPAdifferent repair pathway. NMR structures of the RPA32
and RAD52. High resolution NMR was used to demon-domain, free and in complex with the minimal interac-
strate that the interaction interfaces of UNG2, XPA, andtion domain of UNG2, were determined, defining a
RAD52 with RPA32 are similar. Based on these results,common structural basis for linking RPA to the nucleo-
we propose a competition-based protein switch mecha-tide excision, base excision, and recombinational
nism to assemble requisite proteins at sites of DNApathways of repairing damaged DNA. Our findings
damage.support a hand-off model for the assembly and coordi-
nation of different components of the DNA repair ma-
chinery. Results and Discussion
RPA32172–270 Contains a Winged Helix-Loop-HelixIntroduction
Domain Involved in Protein–Protein
InteractionsReplication protein A (RPA), the eukaryotic, single-
stranded, DNA binding protein, is essential to nucleotide Following upon the studies showing that the C-terminal
region of RPA32 is required for DNA repair, a RPA32172–270excision repair (NER) (Coverley et al., 1991; Sancar,
1996) and the repair of double-strand breaks by homolo- construct was subcloned, expressed, and purified for
structural characterization. The first 32 residues of thisgous recombination (Park et al., 1996; Sugiyama et al.,
1998). RPA very likely also plays a significant role in construct are unstructured, as evidenced by the random
coil values of NMR chemical shifts and the absence of
long-range nuclear Overhauser enhancements (NOEs).7 To whom correspondence should be addressed (email: aled.
This observation is consistent with the proposal thatedwards@utoronto.ca [A. M. E.]; walter.chazin@vanderbilt.edu
[W. J. C.]). this region may be a flexible linker to the ssDNA binding
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Figure 1. Structure of RPA32C Free and in
Complex with UNG273–88
(A) Stereoview of the backbone (N, Ca, and C9)
of 30 superimposed NMR structures with the
lowest restraint violation energies of RPA32C
complexed with UNG273–88. UNG273–88 is blue
and RPA32C is red and black. The red portion
shows perturbed 15N-HSQC chemical shifts
upon binding UNG273–88. Each model was su-
perimposed onto the average structure using
residues 207–219 and 223–266 of RPA32C
and 77–85 of UNG273–88. The rmsd is 0.49 A˚
for the backbone atoms N, Ca, and C9, and
1.18 A˚ for all heavy atoms (not shown).
(B) Ribbon diagram (Koradi et al., 1996) of the
structure of free RPA32C shown in the same
orientation as in A. The three a helices, H-I
(residues 207–217), H-II (227–233), and H-III
(239–252) are depicted in yellow. The antipar-
allel b sheet involving residues 225 and 226
(S-I), 255 through 258 (S-II), and 263 through
266 (S-III) is shown in brown.
(C) Molecular surface representation of the
electrostatic potential (positive in blue and
negative in red) of RPA32C calculated in
GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1993). The UNG273–88
peptide, depicting the side chains involved in
intermolecular NOEs, is shown as a blue tube.
domain (residues 40–171) of RPA32 (Bochkareva et al., and third strands of the b sheet of RPA32C and also
the C-terminal end of helix H-III (Figure 1A). Fifty-five1998). In contrast, the C-terminal residues 204–270,
which we term RPA32C, adopt a compact globular a/b intermolecular NOEs were assigned unambiguously in
a 3D 13C-filtered, 12C-edited NOE spectrum of thisdomain structure consisting of a right-handed three-
helix bundle and a short three-stranded antiparallel b complex.
Ala81, Leu82, Leu85, and the aliphatic portions ofsheet (Figure 1B). Unexpectedly, the entire a/b fold is
indistinguishable from the so-called winged helix-loop- Lys78 and Arg84 from the peptide are splayed across a
complementary surface of RPA32C comprising residueshelix (wHTH) DNA-recognition module present in several
proteins in the structural database (DALI) (Holm and Gly253, His254, Tyr256, Ser257, Thr258, Asp260, Thr267,
and Asp268, all of which exhibit intermolecular NOEsSander, 1993). The closest similarity is with the globular
domain of histone H5 (Ramakrishnan et al., 1993), where with the peptide (Figure 2A). For instance, the aromatic
ring of Tyr256 occupies a central position at the surfacebest-fit superposition of 61 Ca atoms gives an atomic
root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 1.9 A˚. One notice- of the b sheet and participates in van der Waals contacts
with the aliphatic protons of Lys78. There is a significantable feature of RPA32C is that it binds other proteins
through its b sheet region (vide infra) whereas most DNA electrostatic component to the interaction (Figure 1C):
five basic residues of the peptide, clustered at both endsbinding wHTH proteins utilize the third a helix for DNA
recognition. There may be wHTH proteins that bind both of the central hydrophobic region, align well with two
acidic patches on RPA32C’s binding site. The spatialDNA and other proteins through a single domain.
proximity of Arg73, Arg76, and Arg88 of UNG2 to the
acidic patches created by Asp260, Asp261, and Asp262;UNG2 Associates with RPA32 via an Induced
and Asp247, Glu252, Asp268, and Glu270 is illustrateda Helix
in Figure 2B. Also shown is the favorable orientationIn the presence of UNG273–88, the structure of RPA32172–270
of Arg84 toward helix H-III macrodipole in RPA32C. Inis largely unaffected. The N-terminal portion of
addition, the guanidino group of Arg84 forms hydrogenRPA32172–270 remains unfolded, indicating that this seg-
bonds with the backbone carbonyl of Ser250 or Asn251ment is not required for formation of the complex. In
in 80% of the structures. The side chain carbonyl ofthe folded region (RPA32C), the rmsd between free and
Asn77 forms a hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl ofcomplexed protein is 0.98 A˚ over all heavy atoms (Fig-
Ser257 in 25% of the structures.ure 1A).
The relative orientation of the DNA binding and proteinThe UNG273–88 peptide alone has no stable struc-
interaction parts of UNG2 was modeled by linking the 3Dture, but adopts a helical conformation upon binding
structure of RPA32C-UNG273–88 to the crystal structureRPA32172–270. This induced helix extends from Asn77 to
of UNG2’s catalytic domain (UNG291–313) bound to DNAAla87, as evidenced by several sequential and medium-
(Slupphaug et al., 1996) (Figure 3). It shows thatrange NOEs characteristic of a-helical structure (data
not shown). The UNG273–88 peptide contacts the second UNG273–88 is located opposite the DNA binding site. This
RPA32C Domain: Structure and Interactions
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Figure 2. Details of RPA32C-UNG273–88 Interaction
(A) The UNG273–88 peptide is depicted in blue and the protein in yellow. In gray is the molecular surface of the protein generated with MSMS
(Sanner et al., 1996). The side chains involved in intermolecular NOEs are displayed.
(B) The complex was rotated by 1808 around the peptide’s principal axis. All acidic side chains of RPA32C and basic side chains of UNG273–88
are displayed.
supports the modular construction of UNG2 in which firming the necessity of the C-terminal region of RPA32
for the RPA32-XPA interaction (Figure 4A). All boundthe N-terminal region seems to be dedicated to multiple
interactions with other proteins (Otterlei et al., 1999). In XPA fragments contained residues 1–98, suggesting
that this N-terminal segment contains the essentialvivo, repair enzymes and accessory proteins are thought
to function in concert as part of a network of successive RPA32 binding domain. As expected, an XPA1–98 con-
struct bound specifically to RPA32/14 but not toshort-lived protein–protein interactions (Parikh et al.,
1999). The structure of RPA32C-UNG273–88 illustrates this RPA32D/14 (Figure 4B).
The interaction of XPA1–98 with RPA32172–270 was thenconcept.
examined more extensively using NMR spectroscopy
(Figure 5A). The surface of RPA32172–270 that contactsXPA and RAD52 Bind RPA32 in the Same Manner
as UNG2 XPA1–98 was determined by monitoring the changes in
the 15N- and 1H-amide chemical shifts in the 15N-hetero-Employing the 3D structure of RPA32172–270-UNG273–88 as
a basis, we characterized the interaction of RPA32 with nuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra of
RPA32172–270 upon titration with unlabeled XPA1–98. Thethe NER protein XPA. As a first step, affinity chromatog-
raphy and mass spectrometry were used to identify the addition of XPA1–98 caused fifteen 15N/1H correlations to
broaden and four to shift (Figure 5A). These affectedsegments of XPA that bound RPA32. Fragments of hu-
man XPA generated by limited proteolysis were passed resonances of RPA32172–270 correspond to residues located
within or near the b sheet region; akin to those perturbedover a column of an immobilized complex of RPA14
and either full-length RPA32 or C-terminally truncated upon addition of the UNG273–88 peptide. As we have shown
for RPA32172–270-UNG273–88 (Figure 1A), perturbations of(lacking residues 172–270) RPA32D. XPA was retained
only when the column contained full-length RPA32, con- 15N and 1H chemical shifts are a very sensitive indicator
of the interaction surface of RPA32C. The similarity be-
tween the titration spectra of RPA32172–270 with UNG273–88
and XPA1–98 indicates that the two molecules interact
with RPA32172–270 in a virtually identical manner.
A reverse titration with 15N-labeled XPA1–98 and unla-
beled RPA172–270 was also carried out to identify the re-
gion of XPA1–98 that binds RPA32172–270. Inspection of
15N-HSQC spectra of XPA1–98 indicated that two sets of
side chain amide resonances were affected (data not
shown). This observation, taken together with the results
of the RPA32172–270-UNG273–88 structure, suggested that
only a short amino acid segment could be accommo-
dated on RPA32C’s binding surface. Consequently, the
binding site was tentatively localized to a positively
Figure 3. Model for the RPA32C-UNG2-DNA Complex charged region of XPA that contains two glutamines
The NMR structure of RPA32C-UNG273–88 was linked to the crystal (Gln33 and Gln40). The corresponding peptide, XPA29–46,
structure of UNG291–313 (catalytic domain) bound to DNA (Slupphaug was synthesized and used in binding studies with
et al., 1996). The interacting a helix of UNG2 to RPA32C extends 15N-labeled RPA32172–270 (Figure 5A). XPA29–46 altered theaway from the catalytic domain. This is consistent with limited prote-
chemical shifts of those residues of RPA32172–270 thatolysis data showing that the N-terminal segment of UNG2 corre-
were perturbed in the presence of XPA1–98 (and UNG273–88),sponding to the interacting a helix is cleaved away, even in the
presence of RPA (Nagelhus et al., 1997). demonstrating that XPA29–46 is sufficient to generate the
Cell
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Figure 4. Identification of the RPA32 Binding Domain of XPA
(A) Affinity chromatography of partially proteolyzed human XPA on RPA columns. Recombinant XPA was purified from bacterial cells (He et
al., 1995) and a mixture of XPA fragments generated by partial proteolysis with trypsin (input) was passed through columns which either
contained no bound ligand (Control), the RPA32/14 heterodimer, or the same complex with RPA32 missing residues 172–270 (RPA32D/14).
The flow-through (FT) and eluted fragments with 1M NaCl (E) were resolved by denaturing gel electrophoresis and visualized by silver staining.
The XPA fragments that bound specifically to the RPA32/14 column and whose masses were determined using matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry are indicated.
(B) Specific interaction of XPA1–98 with RPA32/14. Purified XPA1–98 was passed over similar affinity columns used in Panel A. The flow-through
(FT), successive washes (W1 and W2), and the fractions eluted (E) were resolved by denaturing gel electrophoresis and visualized by staining
with Coomassie blue.
full set of intermolecular interactions with RPA32172–270. mode of interaction with UNG2 and XPA. In human
RAD52, the interacting domain has been localized to aSimilar to UNG273–88, a folding transition of XPA29–46 to an
a-helical conformation is evident from the changes in 1H 60 amino acid stretch between residues 221 and 280
(Park et al., 1996). Examination of this region of RAD52chemical shifts of the peptide upon binding RPA32172–270
(data not shown). Interestingly, XPA29–46 also encom- sequence showed a pattern of similarity with XPA29–46
and UNG273–88 (Figure 5B): the segment 257–274 is posi-passes the nuclear localization signal (NLS) of XPA (Mi-
yamoto et al., 1992). tively charged with a high propensity to form an a helix.
It also contains the sequence Arg-Gln-Lys, which is ho-The UNG273–88 and XPA29–46 peptide sequences can be
aligned using the amino acids of UNG273–88 that partici- mologous to three of the contact residues of UNG273–88
and XPA29–46 in their respective interactions with RPA32C.pate in intermolecular contacts with RPA32C (Figure
5B). The alignment illustrates how XPA29–46 interacts with Titration of the corresponding peptide (RAD52257–274) into
15N-labeled RPA32172–270 showed that it interacted spe-RPA32. It is interesting that although both XPA29–46 and
UNG273–88 terminate with Arg-Leu-Ala-Ala-Arg, these re- cifically with the same surface of the protein as did
UNG273–88 and XPA29–46 (Figure 5A). The exchange be-gions are in fact not aligned in a structural context (Fig-
ure 5B). The structural analysis reveals that these re- tween free and bound RAD52257–274 is fast on the time
scale of chemical shifts, showing that it binds moregions would not occupy corresponding positions in the
respective RPA32C complexes. Interestingly this se- weakly than UNG273–88 and XPA29–46. RAD52 and RPA
function in DNA recombination as heterooligomericquence forms part of an a helix in all seven occurrences
found in other protein structures from the Protein Data complexes in which RAD52 forms multimeric ring-like
structures interacting with RPA-coated ssDNA (Shino-Bank; it may bias peptides toward helical conformations
and thereby facilitate their interaction with RPA32C. hara et al., 1998). The lower affinity of RPA for RAD52
might thus be compensated by oligomerization, whichThe exchange between the bound and free states of
XPA29–46 and UNG273–88 peptides is slow on the NMR chemi- would lead to a higher effective affinity.
cal shift time scale, indicative of a dissociation constant
(Kd) # 1026 M. The binding affinity of RPA32172–270 for RPA32C Is an Independent Module in the Context
of RPA32-RPA14 ComplexXPA1–98 was weaker with a Kd of 5 3 1026 M. This dissoci-
ation constant was determined by fitting the progressive The presence of a 32 amino acid flexible segment at the
N terminus of RPA32172–270 (vide supra) suggests thatchange in chemical shift of the amino nitrogen of Gln33 as
15N-labeled XPA1–98 was titrated with unlabeled RPA172–270. RPA32C is an independent module that does not contact
the adjacent regions of RPA. To test this hypothesis,Theses values demonstrate that RPA32 is a significant
contributor to the overall affinity of the RPA-XPA interac- we performed NMR studies on a complex of full length
RPA32 and RPA14. If the RPA32/14 complex were ation with a reported Kd of 1.9 3 1028 M (Saijo et al.,
1996). The additional contribution to binding may involve single globular unit, we would not expect to observe
any NMR signals in a conventional HSQC experimenta direct interaction between the DNA binding domains
of XPA and RPA70 (Ikegami et al., 1998; Buchko et al., because the size of the complex would lead to fast
relaxation and correspondingly broad resonance lines.1999).
We also considered whether RAD52 shares a common The 15N-HSQC spectrum of RPA32/14 (Figure 6) does
RPA32C Domain: Structure and Interactions
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Figure 5. Interaction of RPA32172–270 with Multiple Repair Proteins
(A) Superimposed region of the 15N-HSQC spectra of RPA32 (0.25 mM) in its free form (red) and complexed to, starting from the left, UNG273–88
(molar ratio 1:1), XPA29–46 (molar ratio 1:1), XPA1–98 (molar ratio molar ratio 1:2), and RAD52257–274 (molar ratio molar ratio 1:8). All experiments
were recorded at 500 MHz, pH 7.0, and 258C except for XPA29–46 (pH 7.5) and RAD52257–274 (600 MHz).
(B) Amino acid sequences of UNG273–88, XPA29–46, and RAD52257–274. In red are the residues of UNG273–88 involved in intermolecular NOEs and
the corresponding alignments with XPA29–46 and RAD52257–274.
however show signals that correspond mostly to the quently, in NER and perhaps in other pathways, RPA
interacts with the excision nucleases. In the later stage,previously assigned spectrum of RPA172–270. The re-
maining few additional resonances are attributed to the RPA is known to be required for DNA polymerization,
where it makes specific contacts with the repair DNAN-terminal z40 amino acids containing the essential
RPA32 phosphorylation site, based on the large number polymerases (Longhese et al., 1994).
This involvement of RPA throughout the repair reac-of glycine resonances (9) that could be identified in the
spectrum (Figure 6). The absence of other signals from tions is orchestrated by a series of RPA–ssDNA and
RPA–protein interactions. These interactions assist inRPA32/14 indicates that the core of RPA32/14 complex
behaves as a single large entity, in agreement with both the assembly of the repair complexes and in the
the crystal structure (Bochkarev et al., 1999). The structural transitions that occur along the reaction path-
appearance of peaks corresponding to RPA321–40 and way. In the early stages of the assembly of the repair
RPA32172–270 suggests that these two regions tumble in- complexes, RPA plays an architectural role. Since RPA
dependently of the core of the complex. The unrestricted binds ssDNA with high affinity in a defined orientation
motion of RPA32C could be a source of plasticity for with respect to the 59 and 39 polarity (Bochkarev et al.,
RPA to bind different protein targets. We cannot, how- 1997), and RPA binding to DNA is an early event in the
ever, rule out that the high mobility of the domain is assembly of repair complexes, binding of RPA to DNA
inhibited in the full heterotrimeric complex. is likely to establish the initial polarity of assembled
protein–DNA complexes. The initial architectural role not
only includes RPA interaction with ssDNA but also withRPA32C: Mediating the Assembly of DNA Repair
one of the lesion-recognizing proteins, UNG2, XPA, orComplexes via a Hand-Off Mechanism
RAD52. Subsequent repair processes likewise rely on aRPA is involved in both early and later steps of DNA
series of RPA-mediated protein interactions. For exam-repair within the nucleotide excision, double-strand
ple, in NER, RPA interacts specifically with the excisionbreak point and possibly base-excision DNA repair path-
endonucleases XPF-ERCC1 and XPG, as well as withways. In early steps of both NER and recombinational
the repair DNA polymerases (Aboussekhra et al., 1995;repair, RPA binds to the ssDNA opposite or adjacent to
Matsunaga et al., 1996). The directionality of these sub-the site of DNA damage and interacts with one of the
damage-recognition proteins (XPA or RAD52). Subse- sequent protein interactions, some involving RPA32C,
Cell
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Figure 6. 15N-1H Correlation Spectrum of the
RPA32–RPA14 Complex
15N-HSQC spectrum of RPA32/14 recorded at
800 MHz, 258C, and pH 7.5. The resonances
assigned to RPA32172–270 are labeled. The
signals attributed to glycine residues of
RPA321–40 are circled.
is also established by the initial binding of RPA to ssDNA. competition model was proposed for the function of
RPA in redefining in time the successive protein com-The RPA heterotrimer comprises four DNA binding mod-
ules, three in RPA70 and one in RPA32 (Iftode et al., plexes involved in the DNA replication process (Yuzha-
kov et al., 1999). As we learn more about the mecha-1999). Recent studies suggest that the RPA32 ssDNA
binding domain is positioned at the 39-end of the RPA/ nisms for the various DNA repair pathways, and the
molecular and kinetic details of all of the protein–proteinDNA complex (de Laat et al., 1998; Iftode et al., 1999),
placing the RPA32C protein interaction module also at interactions in the repair complexes, this “handing-off”
mechanism may well prove to be a general means forthe 39-end of the RPA complex. This positioning of
RPA32C is probably key to the integrity of the repair the successive transfers to RPA of one protein after
another as the repair process proceeds.assembly.
The progression through each of the different DNA Finally, that RPA32C interacts similarly with XPA,
UNG2, and RAD52 implies that the RPA32C interactionsrepair reactions requires the assembly and disassembly
of specific protein complexes. For example, in the NER with the NER, BER, and recombinational machineries
are exclusionary. Since certain DNA lesions can be re-pathway, RPA is at the center of a set of dynamic interac-
tions with XPA, XPG, and XPF-ERCC1. After cooperative paired by more than one pathway, a critical point is
reached when one is selected over the others. The exclu-recognition of the DNA damage by RPA and XPA, the
XPG and XPF-ERCC1 nucleases are recruited to the 39 sive nature of the RPA32C interaction might provide the
structural basis for the choice of a specific DNA repairand 59 sides of the site of DNA damage, respectively,
where each clips the damaged DNA strand (de Laat et pathway.
al., 1998). The positioning of both of these nucleases
on the DNA is facilitated by direct protein–protein inter-
actions with RPA (de Laat et al., 1998). Progression Conclusion
This work shows that the participation of RPA in differentthrough the NER pathway may involve RPA, possibly
through its RPA32C domain “handing-off” XPA for XPF- aspects of DNA metabolism is attained through a certain
degree of structural similarity in the RPA binding sitesERCC1. In the later stages of the repair reaction, RPA
might substitute its interaction with this nuclease for of unrelated proteins. The 3D structure of RPA32172–270
in complex with UNG273–88 provides a framework for un-one with either DNA polymerase d or e to perform the
repair synthesis reactions. derstanding the molecular interactions of XPA and
RAD52 with RPA32. Our study demonstrates that UNG2,This hypothesis suggests that the dynamic assembly
of the DNA repair machinery might be orchestrated by XPA, and RAD52 share the same binding surface on
RPA32, and strongly suggests that all three proteinsmultiple interactions with RPA and its RPA32C domain,
perhaps using a competition-based protein switch also share the same mode of binding, typified by an
induced structural transition to an a helix. This structuralmechanism where proteins vie for binding RPA in the
context of RPA-coated ssDNA. In other words, RPA32C convergence among UNG2, XPA, and RAD52, represen-
tative of three different pathways of DNA repair, providesmight serve as the initial anchor and exchange point
for a number of DNA repair proteins. A similar protein new evidence in support of the requirement of RPA in
RPA32C Domain: Structure and Interactions
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Structure CalculationsBER, and supports a hand-off model for the assembly
Fifty structures of RPA32172–270 and UNG273–88 were calculated withand coordination of DNA repair complexes.
the program DIANA using the REDAC (Gu¨ntert and Wu¨thrich, 1991)
strategy and refined by simulated annealing using AMBER 4.1
Experimental Procedures (Pearlman et al., 1995). The calculation protocol consisted of 3000
steps of energy minimization prior to 20 ps of restrained simulated
Overexpression and Purification of RPA172–270 and XPA1–98 annealing. The starting orientations of the complex were generated
Human RPA172–270 and XPA1–98 were cloned into the T7 polymerase by positioning the peptide and the protein 30 A˚ apart using NAB
expression vector, pET15b (Novagen), and overexpressed in the E. (Macke and Case, 1998). The two molecules were then docked by
coli strain BL21(DE3) pLysS as a fusion to an N-terminal six-histidine restrained molecular dynamics for 20 ps, during which the intermo-
tag. Both proteins were purified by a combination of nickel-chelate lecular restraints were ramped on from a force constant of 0 to 32
affinity chromatography and, after removal of the histidine tag by kcal mol21 A˚22. All restraints within the peptide and protein were
digestion with thrombin, anion exchange high-performance liquid maintained with force constants of 32 kcal mol21 A˚22. A final repre-
chromatography (HPLC). An additional reversed-phase HPLC purifi- sentative ensemble of 30 structures for both free and bound
cation step was done on RPA172–270 before preparing the RPA172–270– RPA32172–270 were selected for analysis based on restraint violation
UNG273–88 complex for structural studies. Four amino acids, GSHM, energies. The mean restraint violation and total Amber energies of
persist from the fusion proteins and extend from the N-termini of the complex were 4.6 6 0.7 kcal mol21 and 21751 6 32 kcal mol21,
RPA172–270 and XPA1–98. Unlabeled, uniformly 15N- and 15N/13C- and/or respectively. No distance and angle restraints were violated by more
10% 13C-isotope labeled RPA172–270 was obtained by growing cells in than 0.2 A˚ and 58, respectively. The quality of the final structures
LB broth or M9-minimal media containing 15NH4Cl and 13C6-glucose. was analyzed with Procheck-NMR, and revealed that 88.1% of the
XPA1–98 was prepared unlabeled and uniformly 15N-labeled only. nonglycine and nonproline residues were in the most favorable re-
gion of the Ramachandran plot, and 9.8% in additionally allowed
regions. The final ensemble of structures of free RPA32172–270 was ofOverexpression and Purification of RPA32/14
RPA14 and RPA32 were coexpressed in M9 minimal medium con- similar quality and precision as the complex.
taining 15NH4Cl and purified as previously described (Bochkareva et
al., 1998). The sample for NMR studies contained z0.4 mM RPA32/ Ligand Titrations
14, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 7.5 Ligand titrations presented in Figure 5A were performed by re-
mM DTT, and 10 mM ZnSO4. cording a series of 2D 15N- and 13C-HSQC spectra on 0.25 mM 15N/
10% 13C-isotope labeled RPA32172–270 with increasing concentration
of ligand ranging from 0 to 2 mM. All samples were prepared in 20Synthesis of UNG273–88, XPA29–46, and RAD52257–274
mM sodium phosphate buffer, 50 mM NaCl, and 5 mM DTT. TheAll peptides were synthesized on a Gilson AMS 422 synthesizer
titration spectra were recorded at 258C and pH 7.0 for UNG273–88,using Fmoc chemistry and purified by reversed-phase HPLC.
XPA1–98, and RAD52257–274. The pH was 7.5 for the titration with
XPA29–46.NMR Spectroscopy
All NMR spectra of RPA172–270 and its complexes were recorded on
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